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Anti-Forensics of Lossy Predictive
Image Compression
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Abstract—Image compression evidence has been utilized as an
important forensic feature to justify image authenticity. However,
some recent studies showed that the compression evidence of block
transform-based image coding, e.g., JPEG and JPEG2000, can be
effectively erased by adding designed dither noise in the transform
domain. In this paper, we demonstrate that it is also feasible to
hide the compression evidence of lossy predictive image coding,
a class of compression paradigm widely employed in critical sce-
narios. To tackle the challenging issue of error propagation in-
herent to predictive coding, we design a prediction-direction pre-
serving strategy, allowing us to add dither noise in the prediction
error (PE) domain, while minimizing the incurred distortion. Ex-
tensive experimental results are provided to verify the effectiveness
of the proposed anti-forensic algorithm for lossy predictive image
coding.
Index Terms—Anti-forensics, lossy predictive image coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

D IGITAL images have been widely used in many applica-
tions, e.g., medicine, sciences, etc. However, its digital

nature also enables easy manipulations via the popular image
editing software such as Photoshop. Therefore, a great deal of
concern has been raised regarding the image legitimacy and au-
thenticity.
Various image forensic approaches were proposed to assess

the credibility of image [1]–[3]. Generally, image forensic
methods can be classified into two categories: extrinsic solu-
tions [1], in which the validation is based on the additional
information embedded into the original image; and intrinsic
solutions [1]–[3], in which no extra information needs to be
embedded. The latter approach has received increasing atten-
tion, since very often the received image is the only information
we have. Its success is due to the following observations: most
image processing operations such as acquisition, compression,
etc. inevitably leave unique artifacts, which are detectable. Such
intrinsic fingerprints are naturally generated in the processing
chain, offering reliable evidence to help identify the origin and
even detect the alternations of image.
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Among the many types of intrinsic fingerprints, the one
introduced by compression is of particular forensic significance
[1]–[3]. This is because most digital images are subject to com-
pression either by the on-camera engines or for more efficient
storage. If the compression evidence can be detected, then we
can have better understanding of the image processing history,
and further justify the image credibility. Along this line, many
forensic techniques were suggested to extract the compression
evidence of JPEG [2], JPEG 2000 [3], and lossy predictive
image coding [3].
Nevertheless, recent studies argued that the forensic tech-

niques may not be trustworthy if they do not preclude the
existence of anti-forensic algorithms capable of hiding the
image manipulation fingerprints [4]–[8]. In [4], Stamm et al.
showed that anti-forensically modified image with smooth and
continuous distribution of DCT/DWT coefficients can be pro-
duced to fool a variety of JPEG/JPEG2000 forensic algorithms,
e.g., [2]. This is achieved by adding designed dither noise in
the DCT/DWT domain. To improve the quality of the resulting
image, Valenzise et al. employed an adaptive dither addition by
solving a minimum-cost bipartite graph matching problem [5].
Recently, Fan et al. demonstrated that better tradeoff between
forensic undetectability and image distortion can be achieved
through a two-round TV-based de-blocking and histogram
smoothing [6]. However, all the existing anti-forensic algo-
rithms only addressed the block transform-based codecs, while
leaving the lossy predictive coding unexplored. The lossy
predictively coded images are mostly used in critical scenarios,
due to its superior performance at medium/high rates and the
ability to better preserve fine structures [9]. These targeting
applications make them easier to be threatened, compared with
the ones coded by JPEG/JPEG2000. It is therefore crucial
to know the feasibility and strength of image anti-forensic
techniques tailored to lossy predictive image coding.
In this paper, we show that it is indeed possible to erase

the compression evidence of lossy predictive image coding. To
tackle the challenging issue of error propagation inherent to
predictive coding, we design a prediction-direction preserving
strategy, allowing us to add dither noise in the prediction error
(PE) domain, while minimizing the incurred distortion. Note
that the proposed method is not a trivial extension of the anti-
forensic algorithms for block transform-based image codecs be-
cause: 1) direct addition of dither noise in the PE domain gener-
ates severely distorted image, due to the high sensitivity of PE
sequence against disturbances; 2) in predictive coding, the fu-
ture pixel reconstruction depends on all the previously coded
pixels, while different blocks are processed independently in
block transform-based coding. Such dependence makes the task
of adding dither muchmore challenging than that in block trans-
form-based coding.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II briefly introduces the predictive image coding.
Section III describes the proposed anti-forensic technique.
The experimental results are given in Section IV, and
Section V concludes.

II. LOSSY PREDICTIVE IMAGE CODING AND
THE COMPRESSION EVIDENCE

Predictive image coding is a class of simple compression par-
adigm achieving good coding performance without significant
computational overhead [10]–[12]. Compared with the state-
of-the-art JPEG 2000, CALIC [10], [11], a classical predic-
tive image codec, can obtain higher PSNR values and tighter
error bound on every single pixel simultaneously, when the bit
rate is above 1 bpp [9]. The superior performance at medium/
high rate region and the ability to better preserve fine details
make predictive coding an excellent compression choice for
critical applications such as medical imaging, satellite imaging,
etc. The demanding requirements in these scenarios make it
crucial to investigate the strength of the forensic tools and the
anti-forensic strategies designed specifically for lossy predictive
image coding.
Without loss of generality, we here use the lossy version of

CALIC as a representative predictive image codec to present
our findings. The extension to the other predictive image codecs
shall be straightforward. Under this compression framework,
each pixel of the input image is processed sequentially
in a raster-scan order. To encode a pixel , we first make
a prediction according to the causal, reconstructed (not
original) neighboring pixels. In CALIC, seven causal, neigh-
boring pixels in the , , ,

, , ,
directions are employed to drive

the gradient adaptive predictor (GAP), as shown in (1) at the
bottom of the page. The relative positions to pixel are illus-
trated in Fig. 1. The associated PE can then be calculated by

(2)

which is further quantized into . Most lossy predictive image
codecs utilize the following simple uniform scalar quantization

(3)

Fig. 1. Positions relative to pixel .

Fig. 2. Reconstructed image (13.99 dB) by directly adding dither in the pre-
diction error domain.

where the non-negative integer is the quantization parameter
balancing the distortion and the bit rate. Eventually, the corre-
sponding quantization bin index is entropy encoded to produce
the compressed bit stream.
The reconstructed pixel value can be obtained by

(4)

which is also maintained at the encoder side to calculate the
prediction according to (1). Otherwise, the encoder and decoder
cannot be synchronized.
Due to the quantization applied in the PE domain, the predic-

tively coded image can be easily distinguished from the orig-
inal, uncompressed one. As can be observed clearly in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4, the distribution of the prediction errors of the predictively
coded image represents obvious comb-like structure. This phe-
nomenon arises because the quantization and de-quantization
operations force the prediction errors to take values in a discrete
set. Lin et al. showed that such unique features can be easily de-
tected by a forensic detector [3].

III. PROPOSED ANTI-FORENSIC FRAMEWORK FOR
LOSSY PREDICTIVE IMAGE CODING

Given the work of [4] and [6], a natural question arising is
whether we can extend it to erase the compression evidence of
lossy predictive image coding. A seemingly straightforward ap-
proach is to generate the dither noise sequence in a way sim-
ilar to [4] and [6], add it with the PE sequence, and eventu-
ally transform the modified PE sequence back into the pixel
domain. Unfortunately, this naive extension does not work, be-
cause of the high sensitivity of PE sequence against even tiny

sharp horizontal edge is the pixel value at direction relative to
ELSE IF sharp vertical edge

no obvious edge
horizontal edge

ELSE IF weak horizontal edge
ELSE IF vertical edge
ELSE IF weak vertical edge

(1)
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Fig. 3. From top to bottom: CALIC compressed image, anti-forensically mod-
ified image, histogram of quantized PE, histogram of the modified PE; From
left to right: . The PSNR values of the modified image w.r.t the
compressed image are 50.80, 42.81, 38.80 and dB, respectively.

Fig. 4. From top to bottom: CALIC compressed image, anti-forensically mod-
ified image, histogram of quantized PE, histogram of the modified PE; From
left to right: . The PSNR values of the modified image w.r.t the
compressed image are 50.81, 38.84 and dB, respectively.

disturbances. Though the distortion in the PE domain is small,
the incurred distortion in the pixel domain could be quite large.
For instance, when , the reconstructed Lena from the PE
sequence with straightforwardly added dither noise is only of
13.99 dB (see Fig. 2), which is too low to satisfy the require-
ment of anti-forensics.
In this work, our contribution is to specifically address the

challenging issue of suppressing the error propagation effect
in the process of adding dither, allowing us to design a fea-
sible anti-forensic scheme to hide the compression evidence
of lossy predictive image coding. Our design goal is two-fold:
1) make the distribution of the PE sequence of the modified

image smooth, continuous, and indistinguishable from the orig-
inal one; 2) maximally preserve the quality of the resulting anti-
forensically modified image.
We can easily know the quantization parameter and get

all the quantized prediction errors from the available, pre-
dictively coded image. We then anti-forensically modify each
quantized PE by strategically adding designed dither noise in
the following form

(5)

where is the anti-forensic dither and is the modified PE. The
resulting image can be obtained by converting the sequence of
back to the pixel domain. There are two key problems that need
to be solved: 1) how to generate the dither sequence? and 2) how
to add it with the quantized PE? Our contribution primarily lies
in solving the latter challenge, as the first one has been largely
resolved, as discussed in [4] and [6].

A. Dither Generation
The dither sequence is designed in such a way that the dis-

tribution of corresponds to a model distribution of the PE
sequence obtained from an original image. For uncompressed
image, the PE can be satisfactorily modeled as a zero-mean
Laplacian distribution [9]. Because the AC components of DCT
transform can also be modeled by the same distribution, many
results of [4] and [6] can be directly applied here. Following the
framework of [4], we can derive the dither distribution as (6),
shown at the bottom of the page, where is the set of integers,

, , ,

(7)

and are the number of observations satisfying
and , respectively. In addition, , and

. As suggested by [6], we use different for
different quantization bin , so as to further improve the unde-
tectability-distortion tradeoff, where can be determined in a
similar fashion as [6].

B. Prediction-direction Preserving Strategy of Adding Dither
Upon getting the dither sequence, the key task left is how to

add it with the PE sequence. As mentioned earlier, completely
random addition will seriously degrade the quality of the re-
sulting image. To resolve this challenge, our contribution is to
propose a prediction-direction preserving strategy when adding
the dither, minimizing the distortion of the resulting image. Re-
call that the prediction in predictive image coding is carried out
in an edge guided manner, averaging the pixels along the dom-
inating edges. In this work, we define the prediction direction

(6)
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as the dominating edge direction along which the prediction is
performed. Take GAP given in (1) for example. There are to-
tally seven prediction directions, labeled by ‘sharp horizontal
edge’, ‘sharp vertical edge’, etc., as shown in (1). Our dither
addition strategy is based on the following key observation: if
the prediction direction can be preserved upon dither addition,
i.e., the dominating edge direction keeps unchanged, then the
error propagation effect can be effectively suppressed to a large
extent. Intuitively, keeping the prediction direction (dominating
edge direction) helps preserve the local structures, which are
mainly formed by edges. We also have the following Proposi-
tion 1, further explaining that, if the prediction direction can be
preserved and the dither is bounded, then the error in the pre-
dicted value upon dither addition is bounded as well.
Proposition 1: Let be the predicted value from a set of

pixels , where , in the following form

(8)

where and is a pre-determined bound on the
magnitudes of the prediction coefficients1. Let also be the
predicted value from a set of disturbed pixels , where
and holds for all . Then we have

(9)

Proof:

(10)

This completes the proof.
This proposition implies that, when the prediction direction

is preserved, namely, the set and the prediction coefficients
’s are unchanged, and the reconstruction errors of the causal

pixels are bounded, then the error of the predicted value will be
bounded as well, limiting the error propagation.
Therefore, our strategy is to keep the prediction direction as

much as we can during the process of adding dither. We first
define a set to record the locations whose predictions de-
pend on . For GAP [11], ,
as shown in Fig. 1. We also define a direction vector to
record the prediction direction of the locations in before
any anti-forensic operations are performed.
When adding the dither at location using (5), we attempt to

maximally keep unchanged. To this end, we force to be
added within the following set

(11)

where is the updated direction vector upon adding .
More specifically, the steps for performing the dither addition

are given as follows
Step 1: Initialize location index , and generate dither

sequence according to (6) for each quantization
bin .

1This bound may vary for different prediction approaches.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF THE FORENSIC DETECTOR [1]. THE RESULTS FOR RANDOM

ADDITION ARE GIVEN INSIDE PARENTHESES

Step 2: Determine the quantization bin index associated
with .

Step 3: Form a dither searching window by including the
first elements from , where the window
size is determined empirically.

Step 4: Calculate the intersection .
Step 5: If , then assign the first element of to , and

generate . Update by excluding the
element that has been selected.

Step 6: If , choose as a random integer in the range
generated by the distribution in (6), and cal-

culate accordingly.
Step 7: Repeat Steps 2-6 until all locations are processed.
Step 8: Convert the modified sequence back to the pixel

domain to produce the image .

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To test the efficiency of the proposed method, we perform

extensive experiments over the UCID-v2 corpus consisting of
1338 images. Due to the length limit, we in Figs. 3–4 only show
the results for and with different settings of . As
can be observed, the distributions of the modified PE sequences
of both images are continuous, smooth, and obey Laplacian
shape, which are indistinguishable from the counterparts of the
uncompressed versions. In addition, the anti-forensically mod-
ified images are still of high quality.
Further, we evaluate the performance of the forensics detector

in [3] on the predictively coded images before and after the
dither addition. For each uncompressed image in the UCID-v2,
we created five compressed versions with and form
the test set consisting of 6690 images. The detection results are
tabulated in Table I. It can be seen that the detector of [3] is very
successful in determining which images are coded, with success
rate (SR) consistently being 100% for all . However, after ap-
plying the proposed anti-forensic algorithm, the SR drops to 0,
demonstrating the effectiveness of our proposed method. In this
table, we also present the PSNR results of the anti-forensically
modified images, for both our method and the random dither
addition approach. It can be observed that our proposed method
outperforms the random addition approach by a big margin.

V. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a novel anti-forensic framework to erase

the compression evidence of lossy predictive image coding. We
have shown that a prediction-direction preserving strategy is
very effective in suppressing the error propagation effect, during
the process of adding dither noise in the PE domain. Exper-
imental results have been provided to demonstrate that high-
quality, anti-forensically modified image can be obtained.
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